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Specialize

1.800.839.0918

your perfect photo using a 
bluetooth remote. Use the 
Zing it BootH with a curtain 
backdrop, or a custom step & 
repeat with your logo for red 
carpet-quality photography!

your picture on social media using a 
second touchscreen. The Zing it bootH 
lets your guests instantly share 
across Facebook, Twitter, and 
Pinterest, or text/email the image to 
you and your friends.

 Save
your picture forever 
using the built-in printer. 
Select that perfect photo 
that shows your good 

the Zing it bootH for your event with 
your name, logo, or brand. Your 
tastes and party theme are 
important, so let us know what 
backgrounds, colors, or ideas 
you’re dreaming of, and we’ll 
make it happen.
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side, and print however many you 
want! Pair the Zing it bootH with a 
photo frame package for timeless 
party favors–and remember, we 
o�er unlimited photo frames per 
party!
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is proud to introduce our newest innovation...
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personalize
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for your photo, taken by a 
professional photographer. Your 
pictures are wirelessly sent to the 
Zing it Kiosk, where up to three 
guests can simultaneously view 
and manage their photos.

your picture on social media using 
one of three touchscreens. The 
Zing it Kiosk lets your guests 
instantly share across Facebook, 
Twitter, and Pinterest, or text/email 
the image to you and your friends.

 print
your favorite photos with a 
wireless printer–whichever ones 
you want, however many you 
want!

the Zing it Kiosk for your event with 
your name, logo, or brand. Let us 
know what backgrounds, colors, 
or ideas you’re dreaming of, and 
we’ll make it happen.
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 Improve
any photography package by 
combining it with the Zing it Kiosk. 
For example, immediately see and 
share roaming photography!
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is proud to introduce our newest innovation...
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